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portions 9 at the front of the vehicle and a
Be it known that I, FRANK V. Soon, a downwardly disposed surface 10 constricts
citizen of the United States, residing ‘at ' the passageway to gather and discharge the
T0 all w 7mm it may concern:

Elizabeth City, Pasquotank county, and vines at the rear while the vehicle travels, 60

State of North Carolina, have invented and as will be understood.
discovered certain new and useful Improve
The vehicle is mounted» on the pair of.
ments in Pea-Harvesters, of which the fol wheels 11 journaled on the axle 12 in the

lowing is a speci?cation.
manner of a cart, and a tongue 13 for the
The invention relates to improvements in draft gear is adjustably connected to the
pea harvesters and consists in thelarrange clevis or perforated arm 141 mounted on the
ments and combinations of elements here top wall of the vehicle body, as shown (see
inafter described and particularly set fort Fig. l). The tongue 13 carries a cross-bar
in the accompanying claims.
'
15, to either end of which is suitably secured

10

65

The invention has for it's purpose to con an upright bar 16 that is ‘pivotally secured 70
struct a pea harvesting machine which will to the vehicle body at the lower end and at
gather the peas from the vines and deliver one side as at 17. Each of said pivoted bars '
the same to a sorting and screening appa 16 is formed With a plurality of perfora~

ratus mounted in the ‘vehicle and operable tions 18 for adjustably mounting the swin
through the travel thereof to the end of col gle-trees 19 in accordance with the draft
20 lecting the peas free from foreign matter in animals employed, and a‘ yoke 20 is carried
a more effective manner and in less time than at the front end of the tongue 13 (see Figs.
' is possible with the ‘present used apparatus. 1“ and 4:). The vehicle body is therefore
The present apparatus 1s proposed as‘ an adapted to be angularly ad]usted on the
improvement over the type of pea harvester axle all in accordance with the nature of
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in the co-pending application bearing Serial work engaged and the size and kind of ani- _
Number 153,362, dated March 8, 1917, and mal employed.

25

embodies an arrangement and correlation of
The thresher consists of a shaft 21, suit
elements operable‘ ‘to produce the results ably journaled in the bracket 22 on the
stated therein in a more effective manner. frame and bearing 23 on axle 12; and said
The invention is disclosed by way of illus shaft 21 is connected to be driven from the
tration in the accompanying drawings, vehicle axle by a miter-gear 24:, or any other

30

35

suitable driving connection may be em
Figure 1 is a longitudinal ‘sectional view ployed. A plurality of beaters comprising
of the pea harvester, taken on the line 00-0: arms 25 and 26 are secured to said shaft,
and said arms have turned end portions and
of Fig. 2.
‘
'
Fig. la‘shows a detail of the draft gear are of different lengths, respectively, to the
end that the thresher will beat the peas off
employed.
‘
Fig. 2 is a horizontal sectional view taken the vines in different locations, 2'. 6., the
vines will be subjected to uniform thresh
on the line 2—‘—2_ of Fig. 1.
'
I
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Fig. 3-‘i's a detail view of the spreader ing, and as a result the entire crop will

wherein——

‘

device.
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be harvested. The bottom walls of the com

"i

Fig. 4 is a front elevational View‘ of the partments 6 and 7 are constructed within

harvester, and

‘

(i

5 is a transverse sectional vview taken

wardly and downwardly curved portions 27
(see Fig. 1) to o?'er the least resistance to

100

the pea vines encountered and to direct the
‘ Referring to the construction in further material beat from the vines to locations
‘detail and wherein‘ like reference characters ‘Where the same may be readily carried‘by
‘ designate corresponding parts, the harvester suitable conveyers to the separating and
consists of a vehicle‘ comprising a body 5 screening units of the harvester.
105

45 onthe line 5-5of Fig. 1.

50

.55

'

There are two of these conveyers, one oper
constructed in two‘ similar sections 6 and 7,
to provide a pathway 8‘ (see Figs. 2 and 4) ating in each of the sections, and each of
running the length of ‘the harvester and said conveyers consists of an endless belt 28
through which the pea vines pass in the inclinedv ‘upwardly and \rearwardly ‘ and

traveling of the‘ vehicle. The pea vines are traveling 011 the pulleys 29 and 30. y The belt 110
gathered and directed into the pathway 8 by ‘is provided with a number of strips or bars
the entrance-way “formedby the converging 31 spaced 1n the usual manner of conveyer
E

2
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.

belts, and along the returning length of‘ the A pipe 62 leads from the blower casing 59,
belt there is a wall¢32 against the surface ofv and discharges the air blast into the vehicle
which said strips 31 bear and thereby pro body at a point just in advance of the
vide a path which will be kept clean of any screen-56, in such a manner that the air blast

obstructing foreign matter. The carrying will carry 011’ all foreign matter upwardly
lengths of the conveyer belts receive the through the screen 56 and tray 36, and leave
material that is beat from the vines at the only the separated peas in clean condition.

' trough 33, and discharge such material onto
' thespreadin-g device that,v isglocated at the

' It is obvious that those skilled in the art
may vary the details of construction and ar

rear'of- the vehicle. The outer edges of the rangement of parts without departing from
carryingbelts- worleclosely against the inner the spirit of the invention, and I therefore
side walls; 34- of; the ,vehicle body and the do not Wish to be limited to such features
inner edges of the belts are disposed-against except as may be required by the claims.
upright; guards, or plates 35 (see , Figs. 1
Having thus described said invention,
what is claimed and desiredto be secured
and 2).
,
v
I
I
The apparatus which receives the. material by Letters Patent ‘is :—
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discharged by. the conveyers spreads such

1. A pea harvester comprising a wheeled

m-aterialpandzconsists ofa tray. or perforated
plate 36 supported on an incline in .the frame
37, andsaidframe islpivotally mounted on
the pin‘ 38v at the front end, and atv its, rear
end iissupported on the cross piece 39-(see

vehicle having an opening to receive the tops
the travel of the vehicle, conveyers for carry
ing the material received in the vehicle lo

Fig.2).

cated on both sides of the beater, a screen for

,

,

70
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of. thepca vines, a beater mounted on one

side-of said opening and operable through

85

The-material is: deposited onthe perfo

separating the peas from the material, a
rated tray in a layer of substantially uniform blower associated with the screen, and means
thickness ‘by: a feeder comprising a-shaft 4O for operating the screen, conveyers and
journaled; in: the bearings: 41 on'the frame blower through the travel of the vehicle,
andghaving, a plurality ofuniformly spaced substantially, as setforth.
2. Av pea harvester comprising a wheeled
arms. 42, and saidiarm's operate-t0 disinte
grateathe vegetative mass as;it comes from vehicle having an opening to receive the tops
the. beltsandforce the same in- the form of of-the pea vines and adapted to collect the

25

30

a :layer 1 across \ the tray and toward the rear.

90

material therefrom at the end of the ve

hicle, a beater operable through the travel
the vehicle shaft 12 by a chain; 7&3 that rides of the vehicle, a conveyer for carrying the

I The shaftAO isconnected to be driven from
35

on sprocketsi% and 45 secured to said shafts

12- "and 40, respectively.

40

45

collected material to the rear end of the ve~ 100

,hicle, means for spreading-the material from

The pulley 29- of. the conveyer belts is the conveyer, a screen for separating the
connected .to be‘operated from the chain &3 peas'from said material, a blower associated
by‘ a;-~.sprock_et§46 on. said pulley and to give with thescreen, and means for operating
the ‘necessary. pliability to. the conveyer belts, the conveyer, spreading means and blower
and provide a- take-up for v the 1 chain 43,. said through the travel of the vehicle, substan
pulley is journaledron armset'? that are ful tially as set‘ forth.
3. A pea harvester comprising a wheeled
crumediontheframeas at a8, and the said
vehicle having an opening to receive the
arme-aretensioned by the springsél9.
The perforated plate 36 is- adapted‘ to be tops of the pea vines and having an inclined
a'gitatedor oscillated; from the shaft 40 by bottom wall adapted to collect the material
means of the

50 fulcrumed ‘on the frame

105

110

beat from said vines, a _ beater operable

at'z5l, and having la slot and pin engagement through the travel of the vehicle, an end
52:;with the ~frame.87.» Thelever end 53 of less conveyer for carrying thetcollected'ma
the arm 50_derives;movement from the crank terial to therearend of the vehicle, a per iii;
54 on: the-shaft 40, through, the connecting forated plate adapted to receive the material
rod55, ,

55

,

-

from said conveyer, means operablethrough

Afscreen 56-is mounted in the vehicle body the conveyer to spread the material on“ said
immediately beneath, the frame ‘37 , and is of perforate plate, means for agitating, said
suchmesh that thepeas may readilypass perforatedplate, a screen located beneath
therethrough. and ,into'the compartment 57 , the perforated plate, a blower associated
which is the-pea receptacle for the vehicle. with the screen, and means for operating the
A». gate’ 58 is- swingingly mounted on the conveyer and blower through the travel of

120

vehicle body at the rear, andgives ready the vehicle, substantially asset forth.

60

vaccess for removing, the peas collected in the

compartment; 57.

65

_ 4. A pea harvester comprising a wheeled 125

vehicle having, an openingwto receive. the
;
fan orblower (not shown) is mounted tops of the pea vines :and having an inclined
inawcasingq59 on the shaft 60, and is con bottom wall‘ adapted to collect the material
nected to be driven from the axle gear wheel beat ‘from said vines, a. heater operable
24 by the pinion 61, as shown (see Fig. 1). through the travel of the vehicle, an endless

130
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conveyor for carrying the collected material a Wheeled Vehicle constructed with parallel
to the rear end of the ‘vehicle, a perforated

side sections having a passageway therebe

plate adapted to receive the material from tween for the passage of the pea vines, a
said 'conveyer, means operable through the beater for knocking the peas from the vines
conveyer to spread the material over said , into said sections, conveyers operating in the
perforated plate, means for. agitating said said sections, a perforated tray adapted to
perforated plate by said material spreading receive the material discharged from the

45

means, a screen located beneath the perfo' conveyers, a rotatable shaft having arms
rated plate, a blower associated with the adapted to uniformly distribute the material‘
10 screen, and means for operating the conveyer over said tray, a chain driving connection
and blower through the travel of the ve between said shaft and the vehicle, a dr1v~
hicle, substantially as set forth. .

‘

ing connection between said chain and the‘

5. A pea harvester comprising a Wheeled conveyers, and operative connections be
15

20

vehicle having an opening to receive the
tops of the pea vines, a beater operable
through the travel of the vehicle, means for
spreading out and sorting the material re
ceived in the vehicle, a conveyor for deliver~
ing the material to said spreading and sort~
ing means, a fan mounted on the vehicle,
an air duct from the fan disposed to dis

tween said shaft and the tray for. agitating
said tray, substantially as set forth.
55
8. “In a pea harvester the combination of a

wheeled vehicle constructed with parallel
side sections having a passageway therebe
tween for the passage of the pea vines, the

adjacent walls of said sections having in

60

, wardly and downwardly curved portions to

charge the air blast therefrom upwardly and direct the pea vines encountered and pro
rearwardly through said. spreading and sort viding guides within the section to gather
25

ing means, and means for operating the the material beat from the vines, a beater
conveyer and fan through the travel of the operable from the vehicle, conveyers in said

sections for removing the material collected
6. In a pea harvester the combination of therein, means for operating the conveyers

vehicle, substantially asset forth.

a wheeled vehicle constructed with parallel
side sections having a passageway therebe
30 tween for the passage of the pea vines, a

from the vehicle, and means on the vehicle

35 conveyers, a rotatable shaft having arms

teen hundred and seventeen.

for separating and gathering the peas dis
charged from the conveyers, substantially as

‘
‘
beater for knocking the peas from the vines set forth.
lin witness whereof, I have hereunto set
into said sections, conveyers operating in the
said sections, a perforated tray adapted to my hand and‘ seal at Elizabeth City, North
receive the material discharged from the Carolina, this 18th day of June, A. D. nine

adapted to uniformly distribute the material

over said tray, means for operating said
shaft from the vehicle, and means for agi

tating the tray from said shaft.
40

7. In a pea harvester the combination of

FRANK V. SCOTT.
Witnesses:
JAS. M. ALBERT,
W. H. JENNINGS,

Copies of this patent may ‘be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. #0.”
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